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Nelson Eddy, universal baritone
These notes were written by Dr. James Drake for a coming CD prepared by Andy Pope. Editor

“T

his may sound egotistical
on my part,” said long-time
Philadelphia music critic Max
de Schauensee in a 1977 interview I conducted with him, “but often I have found
myself lecturing friends and colleagues that
the Nelson Eddy they know from movie
screens as a matinee idol, is a genuine
opera singer. I know so because I saw him
in Aida, Bohème, Pagliacci, both as Silvio
and Tonio, and Tannhäuser.” As the astute

De Schauensee was
quick to point out,
Nelson Eddy had
a repertoire of 28
operas during his
tenure with the Philadelphia Civic Opera
Company, where
he was a principal
baritone from 19281931.
Of those roles,
the most memorable
for De Schauensee
was Eddy’s Wolfram
in Tannhäuser,
which he first sang
in Philadelphia
in the 1927-28
season. “Not only
did he look the
part, with his tall
and sturdy physique,” said De
Schaunsee, “but the
combination of his
acting and his voice,
which was perfectly
equalized from top
to bottom, I thought
was unsurpassable.”
Seven years later, when he sang Tannhäuser with the San
Francisco Opera, the critic of the San Francisco News, Marjory M. Fisher, shared De
Schauensee’s assessment of Eddy’s Wolfram:
“Nelson Eddy made a tremendously fine
impression ... he left no doubt in the minds
of discerning auditors that he belongs in
that fine group of baritones which includes
Lawrence Tibbett, Richard Bonelli, and
John Charles Thomas, and which represents
America’s outstanding contribution to the
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contemporary opera stage.”
As Amonasro in an Aida performance
with Elisabeth Rethberg in the title role,
Giovanni Martinelli as Radames, and Ezio
Pinza as Ramfis, the San Francisco critics
again praised Nelson Eddy’s voice, acting,
and characterization. An unsigned review
in the San Francisco Daily News stated
that “in the company of such stars as the
silver-voiced Mme. Rethberg, the stentorian
Mr. Pinza and the tenor-trumpet Mr. Martinelli, young Mr. Eddy, although he appeared
as the father of the title-character, was not
the least out of place vocally or dramatically
amid this all-star cast.”
The reviewer then added an interesting
personal observation: “At the stage door as
the principals of the cast signed their fans’
autograph books, there occurred an unusual
turn of events. Onstage, the bull-necked
Mr. Martinelli, resplendent in his regal costume and leather-wrapped boots with thick
soles, appeared to be several inches taller
than Mr. Eddy. But at the stage door, Mr.
Eddy, with his wavy blond hair, peach-colored skin and perfect physique, towered
over the now-bootless Mr. Martinelli.”
Early in his career, wanting to expand
both his repertoire and reputation in
Philadelphia, Nelson Eddy also sang in
light opera, especially the popular Gilbert
and Sullivan operettas. He had first sung
the role of Strephon in Iolanthe in 1922—a
role he would reprise 36 years later, in
1958—and also played Major-General
Stanley in The Pirates of Penzance in 1923.
During this phase of his career, he began
to experience problems with his vision,
and was forced to wear glasses offstage. As
would another colleague with compromised
vision, Jan Peerce, Eddy would rehearse
with his glasses on, and would visually
memorize the stage sets so that he could
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move confidently and naturally during the
actual performances.
An ardent student of new and controversial operas even after he was regionally
known, he sang in the single American
performance of Richard Strauss’s Feuersnot,
one of the great composer’s few failures.
He also sang in the 1931 world premiere of
Respighi’s Maria Egiziaca in New York City,
a premiere which the composer himself
conducted when Arturo Toscanini became
ill shortly before the premiere. A few years
earlier, in 1928, he had appeared with the
popular and attractive American soprano
Helen Jepson in the first American performance of Ariadne auf Naxos.
His career took an unexpected but
immensely successful turn when, on
February 28, 1933, he replaced an indisposed Lotte Lehmann at a sold-out concert
in Hollywood. As was their habit, several
of the studio moguls including Louis B.
Mayer, of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, were in
the audience and witnessed the thunderous applause and numerous curtain calls
(eighteen according to one newspaper, and
twenty according to another) which Eddy
received afterward. Mayer managed to
reach him before other studio heads did,
and offered him a contract.
Although Eddy initially believed that
he would be put into major films almost
immediately, he was scarcely utilized by
MGM during the first year of his three-year
contract. But that changed in 1934, when
he was cast in a lavish film production of
Victor Herbert’s operetta Naughty Marietta,
and was paired for the first time with the
more experienced Jeanette MacDonald,
who had starred in a number of Paramount films after having a successful stage
career. The box-office success of Naughty
Marietta led to seven additional MacDon-

ald-Eddy films, each of which substantially
enhanced the profits of MGM. Although
his films with Jeanette MacDonald are the
best-remembered of his cinematic career,
he also made highly successful films with
other leading ladies include Ilona Massey
(in Balalaika), Eleanor Powell (in Rosalie),
and Risё Stevens (in The Chocolate Soldier),
among others.
Nelson Eddy’s recordings, especially
those he made for the Columbia Record
Company in the 1940s and his earlier ones
which were released on RCA Victor’s prestigious Red Seal label, sold by the hundreds
of thousands and enhanced his fame with
his broad base of listeners. Most of his RCA
Red Seal discs with Jeanette MacDonald
were pressed from the soundtracks of their
films, and hence were “studio recordings”
in the film-studio sense of the phrase. His
solo recordings for RCA, however, were
few in number (only twelve in total) and
were recorded in the company’s New York
studios in three sessions between March
and December 1935, under the direction of
arranger-conductor Nathaniel Shilkret.
In a chance encounter with Eddy at the
New York World’s Fair in the spring of 1939,
Ben Selvin, one of the leaders of a pioneering jazz band during World War One
and now a key executive with Columbia
Records, suggested to Eddy that Columbia
could do far more for him by paying him
higher royalties than RCA, and by allowing
him to record far more frequently and to
select his own repertoire. The two men
began to meet discreetly, and soon Eddy
was meeting directly with Edward (Ted)
Wallerstein, president of Columbia Records.
By October 1939 Nelson Eddy had
signed a lucrative, long-term Columbia
contract. When the Columbia Record
Company’s annual catalog went to press in
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July 1947, its pages listed 124 Nelson Eddy
recordings. Eleven months later, when
Columbia unveiled its new long-playing
(LP) recordings at a massive promotional
news conference at New York City’s Waldorf
Astoria Hotel, Nelson Eddy, along with such
well-established stars as Lily Pons, Martial
Singher, and Alexander Kipnis, and relative
newcomers Risё Stevens and Richard Tucker, became one of the first recording artists
on the new Columbia LP label.
For all of the profits they generated for
Columbia Records and the royalty payments they netted him, Eddy regarded his
recordings chiefly as promotional tools for
his annual concert tours. He came to regard
his MGM films in a similar vein. “I feel that
I am at my best, and I feel most at home,
on the concert platform,” he told a number
of interviewers in the 1930s. Unlike some
of his operatic colleagues, in his concerts
Eddy sang not only a full program of lieder
but also arie antiche, a collection of arias inspired by long-ago works which were rarely
performed in the twentieth century.
He said he took his approach to concert
programming from one of his predecessors,

the American baritone Reinald
Werrenrath, whose concerts were
similar in content and were very
popular during and after World
War One. But ticket buyers who
came to Nelson Eddy’s concerts
expecting to hear ninety minutes
of “Rose Marie,” “Stout-Hearted
Men,” “Wanting You,” and “Ah!
Sweet Mystery of Life,” were
treated to Schubert, Schumann,
Rossini, Bellini, and Parisotti’s arie antiche instead, each
meticulously accompanied by
Theodore (Ted) Paxson, who
became his pianist in 1928 and
remained so for 39 years. Only
when Nelson Eddy returned to
the stage for encores would he
sing the Romberg-Friml-Herbert repertoire that had made
him a box-office favorite as a
movie star.
Although he made his
fame and fortune as a singing actor in films,
in his personal life Eddy had multiple interests and excelled in all of them. He was an
exceptional horseman (a passion he shared
with Jeanette MacDonald, an expert equestrian who did all of her own stunt work), an
excellent marksman who competed in skeet
and trap-shooting with Clark Gable, Fred
MacMurray, Artie Shaw, Andy Devine, and
national champion Robert Stack, a visual
artist whose oil paintings, watercolors,
sketches, and sculptures were prized by
friends and colleagues, and a writer whose
creative output included a screenplay about
the Russian basso Feodor Chaliapin, his
idol. Like Chaliapin, Eddy devoted himself
to precise diction and a mastery of song
literature in other languages: he sang in
French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, German, Russian, and even Yiddish.
Chronologically, the crest of his fame
coincided with the “golden age” of network
radio, and it proved to be an ideal fit both
for the singer and his legion of fans across
the nation. Although he would eventually
sing on all of the national networks (the
NBC Red and Blue networks, CBS, Mutual,
and eventually ABC), Eddy’s first major
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radio contract came from the “newcomer,”
CBS, whose wealthy young founder, William S. Paley, had an instinct for talent that
proved itself time and again for more than
sixty years.
In September 1936, Paley had purchased the powerful radio station KNX
in Los Angeles, guaranteeing him direct
access to Hollywood stars. Among the ones
Paley first courted were Eddie Cantor (who
specialized in discovering and promoting
such child stars as Deanna Durbin and
Bobby Breen in addition to his own singing
and comedy routines) and Nelson Eddy,
who became the host and star of Vick’s Open
House. Heard on the East Coast at 8:00 p.m.
each Sunday night, Nelson Eddy’s singing
and genial patter on Vick’s Open House
capped the strongest weekend lineup that
Paley had assembled for his network. In
the ensuing years he would star in or appear
on The Voice of Firestone, The Chase and
Sanborn Hour, Kraft Music Hall, and his
own show, Nelson Eddy Sings Tonight, on
CBS during the 1942-43 season.
A self-confessed “gadgeteer,” Eddy
was fascinated with technology, especially
sound recording and film. His spacious
home was equipped with portable recording
machines in most rooms, and he used them
not only to record the impromptu singing
of his guests at his frequent parties, but also
to listen to his own recorded voice while
doing vocalizes, or exercises to maintain
the equalization of tones from the lowest
to the highest range of the voice. Another
noted Hollywood “gadgeteer,” Walt Disney,
persuaded Eddy to record a three-part harmony while singing all three parts (tenor,
baritone, and bass) by altering the timbre of
his voice in three separate recordings that
were mixed into one. The resulting “mix”
became the soundtrack in the animated
Disney feature, “The Whale Who Wanted to
Sing at the Met,” the final sequence in the
film Make Mine Music, released in 1946.
During his highly successful radio
years, Eddy’s popularity kept the MacDonald-Eddy films in the press and in the
public mind. The tabloids, which William
Randolph Hearst had created and were the
“fake news” sources of the Depression era,
www.jussibjorlingsociety.org
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regularly printed conflicting stories about
the relationship between the two stars. One
tabloid would report that they were secretly
married but feared that their fans would reject them if they admitted publicly that they
were married. Another would report that
they detested each other, and refused to be
in the same room at the same time. “There
were a lot of stories floating around that we
didn’t even speak to each other,” Eddy said
in a television interview, “and that was a lot
of silly nonsense.”
When Jeanette MacDonald married
actor Gene Raymond, with whom she
toured subsequently in Ferenc Molnár’s The
Guardsman, Nelson Eddy sang at their wedding—a musical moment which he reprised
as a surprise guest on the television series
This Is Your Life on November 12, 1952,
when the program was devoted to Jeanette

MacDonald’s life story. His ease before the
“live” cameras on This is Your Life was no
coincidence because he had also become
a television star. Among the top-rated
programs on which he appeared included
Danny Thomas’s Make Room for Daddy,
The Bob Hope Show, The Spike Jones Show,
The Dinah Shore Chevy Show, and the Merv
Griffin and Mike Douglas talk shows.
Perhaps Nelson Eddy’s most important
role on television took place on Saturday
evening, May 7, 1955, when he starred in
a ninety-minute “live” performance of The
Desert Song on the NBC television network.
Co-starring Gale Sherwood (with whom
Eddy would perform in nightclubs for
fifteen years) and Metropolitan Opera basso
Salvatore Baccaloni, the “live” performance
was one of the first to be telecast in color,
and to be recorded experimentally on the

then-new medium of videotape.
In this CD set, Nelson Eddy’s first
recording is heard on the opening track:
“The Rainbow Trail,” a so-called “Personal Record” which he paid the Columbia
Phonograph Company to record in 1926.
“The Rainbow Trail” is followed by “The
Carlo,” a song from one of his early films,
The Student Tour, in which he appeared in
1934. The remainder of the set is both a
reminder of and a tribute to one of the most
popular singers the United States has ever
produced. n
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Jussi and Kerstin Thorborg in Lucerne, probably 18 August 1939
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